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Written by Simon N. Ostheimer

How to Rediscover 
Your Inner Needs at 

AMAYEN Sanctuary – 
Chiang Mai’s Newest 

Wellness Resort

S U P E R C H A R G E

YOUR LIFE!

CHIANG MAI PROVINCE
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“The world is full of noise and distractions,” 
explains Kirjon, who spent years working on 
some of Phuket’s most fashionable resorts, 
and involved in the lifestyle that comes with 
them. “Increasingly, people have lost the ability 
to listen, to be aware, to live in the now, to make 
personal decisions without approval of others, 
to live life fully without conditions. At the same 
time people look more and more for answers on 
how to fill the void within them.

“Some of them realize that the only way to 
succeed is to look inward, not outward, which 
is why I have created AMAYEN—to provide a 
safe and nurturing environment where all of 
these issues can be supported, encouraged and 
helped. A quiet place. A place to be one with 
nature, and a place to be in love with all that 
is.” In many respects, this is a personal journey 
already embarked on by Kirjon. “I was sitting 
at my desk in Phuket one morning, working on 
the 10th business idea I had come up with in 
the last six months, and began to feel a sense 
of emptiness that made me sit back and pause. 
Why was I working so hard?”

“I was desperate to be successful. But I didn’t 
really realize that in my mind, success as a life-
long entrepreneur meant never taking a break, 
always burning out, and living a life that I wasn’t 
excited to live. I needed to get a new perspective 
on my situation, and then it gradually became 

Brilliant Transformational Year 
Round All-Inclusive Retreats for an 
Extraordinary Life featuring 
Accommodation, Yoga, Meditation, 
Mindful Breathing, Qigong, Creative 
Visualization, Massages and 
Organic Vegan Cuisine

“AMAYEN is many things to many people,” says 
Miguel Kirjon, founder of the new Amayen 
Sanctuary in remote northern Thailand. “It’s a 
place where people can go for stillness, listen to 
their inner voice, seek answers, and find a new 
perspective on their life’s goals.” Founded in 
early 2018, Amayen is located 35 kilometres 
away from the cultural centre of Chiang Mai, 
in a little valley on the way to Chiang Rai, the 
kingdom’s northernmost city.

Thailand’s far north is a picturesque place, a 
region full of fertile valleys, misty mountains, 
and fireflies at night. In amongst this stunning 
nature is where you’ll discover AMAYEN, a 
serene property featuring an organic garden, 
the source of the healthy vegetables and 
fruits served to guests, charming accommo-
dation in traditional Lanna-style cottages, a 
swimming pool, and yoga sala that faces onto 
green rice fields—it’s an ode to stillness.

AMAYEN is a sanctuary 
where people go...

to find stillness

to listen to their inner voices

to gain a new perspective on life

to set themelves new goals

to learn to consciously breathe

to loose weight and rejuvenate

to heal physically and emotionally

to re-evaluate their wants and needs

to meet like-minded people

to have inspirational conversations

to join inspirational workshops

to simply be

From the busy entrepreneur to the 
longtime employee, people are increasingly 

looking for answers and realizing the 
emptiness found in social media and technology

AMAYEN SANC TUARY
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Guests learn the process 
of using their thought 
power to consciously 

imagine, create and 
attract to themselves 

that which they intend to 
experience in their lifes

Born to German-Finnish parents in Colombia and raised in Central America, Miguel combines his artistic talents and all-sensory 
intuition with decades of experience as a designer, consultant and entrepreneur to bring vitality and innovation to all his projects.

Miguel earned his Master Degree of Graphic Design at the Basel School of Design in Switzerland, and served as Art Director at Giger 
& Partner Design Agency in Zurich. He has applied his creative skills to launch a number of distinctive ventures including restaurants, 
children’s books and lifestyle magazines. As an independent brand developer for the Twinpalms Group for 13 years, Miguel has helped 
to build the Twinpalms brand into one of the most stylish and inventive hospitality businesses in Asia. In January 2018 he founded 
AMAYEN Sanctuary in Chiang Mai.

Dedicated to a lifelong pursuit to develop his skills in a holistic way, Miguel has completed the following study and training programmes:

• Extrasensory Realm of Reality and Life Coaching, mentored by bestselling German author and healer Harald Wessbecher
• Pyramid Technology under the guidance of scientist Dr. Fred Bell (a descendant of Alexander Graham Bell) in USA
• Taoist Inner Alchemy with Master Hu Xuezhi on Wudang mountain in China
• Meditation practices with Brazilian Medium Thomaz Green Morton in Brazil
• Advanced level BioGeometry®, the Egyptian science of using the energy principles of shape, with Dr. Robert Gilbert in USA
• Feng Shui training, the Chinese art of creating harmonious surroundings, under the direction of Master Larry Sang of the American 

Feng Shui Institute

clear: rest; that’s what had been missing. I 
needed to break out of my daily routine and get 
some clarity. I realised that we all need regular 
periods of stillness to explore our inner world 
and recharge if we want to stay healthy, sane 
and successful.

“Having spent many years in the hospitality in-
dustry designing, branding and creating unique 
guest experiences, as well as being trained in 
personal development disciplines, I knew that 
I could create a place of stillness, warmth and 
safety. A sanctuary where nothing is expected 
of you, where relaxing and letting time pass 
are your only priorities. A place where you can 
discover and learn about your inner world, your 
desires and way forward.”

It is a mindful way forward that is already 
attracting visitors of all backgrounds to this 
rural retreat, ages ranging all the way from 
people in their 20s to their 60s—anyone who 
feels that there must be more to life than 
the one they are currently living. “The one 
constant is guests tend to be curious in nature, 
and on the search for fulfilment,” says Kirjon. 
“Like me, they want to have a smile on their face 
when they wake up every morning, and have an 
energy to conquer the world.” From the busy 
entrepreneur to the longtime employee, peo-
ple are increasingly looking for answers and 
realizing the emptiness found in social media 
and technology. Kirjon says that his guests 
often just want a heartfelt personal touch, an 
intimate conversation, somebody who truly 
listens, and a place that cares.

Much of this comes from the owner himself. “I 
live in the resort and I eat with the guests. I am 
simply the host, but guests have access to me for 
questions and great conversations that usually 
tend to enter the realms of life coaching.” In this 
respect, while solitude can be a choice, the 
guest is not alone—they are supported by 
a small, friendly and welcoming team. “We 
don’t sell empty words and beliefs but rather the 
opposite. We tend to advise towards taking per-
sonal responsibility for your life and going that 
way with bold steps.” Kirjon leads by example, 
personally guiding the mindful breathing and 
qigong classes.

AMAYEN YOGA/QIGONG TERRACE
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It is an approach that is working for the founder 
himself, now living in the mountains after so many 
years of island life. “After having lived and worked 
in Phuket for 22 years as an entrepreneur, certain 
patterns emerged. Phuket carries an energy that 
invites visitors to relax in their holiday homes, enjoy 
the beaches and clubs, and partake in fantastic food 
and drink. It’s a very chilled vibe. By comparison, up 
here in the mountains of Thailand’s north you are in 
a different world—filled with invigorating creative 
and healing energy.”

The air is much cooler up here, and even 5 degrees 
less than found in Chiang Mai. The unadulterated 
night sky is stunning, and almost all vegetables 
and fruits sold are grown organically without 
chemicals. The fauna and little river beside Amayen 
entertains with its endless varying melodies. “The 
north carries a creative inspiring energy,” explains 
Kirjon. “Although life is slow and quiet, it instills a 
calm thrusting energy ideal for personal change 
and healing.” The nearby natural hot springs of 
Doi Saket, which Kirjon says have a softer energy 
compared to the powerful volcanic vibes of Bali, 
are another important element.

To effect personal change, Kirjon recommends 
“creative visualization”, the fundamental technique 
underlying reality creation. “This is the process of 
using your thought power to consciously imagine, 
create and attract to yourself that which you intend 
to experience in your life,” he says. “Mastering crea-
tive visualization grants you direct control over your 
thoughts at the subconscious level. While there are 
several ways to programme the subconscious mind, 
visualization is the most effective and its results the 
most rapid.”

Kirjon intends that after a stay at Amayen you’ll 
be inspired, calmer, healthier and wiser regard-
ing who you are and what you want. Though, as 
he points out: “We don’t provide solutions, we just 
provide the tools to find your own way of embracing 
life to the fullest.”

Visit amayen.com if you are interested in a truly 
transformational wellness experience. You can 
start your retreat on any day that suits you best. 

AMAYEN Sanctuary 
Doi Saket, Chiang Mai, Thailand 
+66 (0) 866 863 811 
amayen.com

AMAYEN LANNA HOUSE
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